Which **half** of operations do you manage?

Isn’t it time for **BOTH**?
Now I can issue instructions, and see that they are followed precisely. The worksheets collect and filter the important stuff from the units into a single sheet that I can also see on my mobile device.

Using a single, intuitive spreadsheet-style designer, we can control every aspect (i.e. content, calculations, workflow, communications, presentation etc.) in every worksheet across the organization.

Now I can issue instructions, and see that they are followed precisely. The worksheets collect and filter the important stuff from the units into a single sheet that I can also see on my mobile device.

We now have rich real-time information in our handovers, in our target management, in procedures like start-ups, in permits etc. Not having this data would seriously impact our efficiency, production and safety.

I am now connected to the rest of the team via my mobile and I no longer have to get back to the control room to find out what is going on.

We've now got complete control of all our inspections. Data entered into the industrial mobile device is synchronized automatically with the enterprise system and OSIsoft PI.

Using a single, intuitive spreadsheet-style designer, we can control every aspect (i.e. content, calculations, workflow, communications, presentation etc.) in every worksheet across the organization.
OSIsoft assets appear in their full rich structure in the j5 system so we can add workflow and operations information, making them so much more useful.

We now get reliable, validated site information which is key for us to maintain compliance and ensure the safety of our workers and the general public.

Making informed strategic decisions requires validated, data from a huge number of sources presented in a way that we can easily understand.

We can also easily distribute our instructions and make sure they are carried out correctly.
Thames Water (UK)

The implementation of j5 across the Water Control function has given greater visibility of on-going issues and given us a consistent and accountable handover tool.

JX Nippon Oil & Energy, Kiire Terminal (Japan)

We selected j5 as our standard Kiire Terminal tool for solving our past operations management issues and we are now achieving increased competitiveness.

j5 Operations Management is the ONLY system with spreadsheet configurability and enterprise scalability

Contact j5 International (Part of Hexagon) for more information

www.j5int.com

sales@j5int.com